
SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS:

Day types: The client organization works on 1st and 4th Satuarday of every month, and
2nd and 3rd Satuarday are off. Please tell me how to create Period work schedule for this.

Payroll posting: The payroll result can be posted by GOTO->Payroll->international-
>subsequent activities->per Payroll period->posting to accounting->create posting run or
run the program RPCIPE00 with the require ...

Where we set org key in config: To configure the Org key follow these path: IMG -> PM
-> PA -> Organizational Data -> Org assignment -> Set up Org Key. ...

Why SAP HR is using Emp status (IT0) and Emp group (IT1) both, these both terms
seems to be same one, bit confusing. what is exact difference between these two.
Employee group defines the kind of employees like permenant, contract, probationery
etc. employee status is whether the employee is active in the company.

We are in deciding phase of Personnel Subarea and org unit, I need to understand the
difference between Org unit and PSA while designing. PSA is geographical location of
the org units or your company. So u define org unit like production and in account
assignment u specify to which PSA it belongs.

Significance of org key in Personnel administration. Org key is used for extra
authorization purpose, you can provide the authorization based on Organization Key.
Based on the Org key, system will provide the authorization.

What are the stages of SAP HR Fresh project implementation? The implementation of
your SAP System covers the following phases: Project Preparation In this phase you plan
your project and lay the foundations for successful implementation.

What is the use of RHIT00, RHINT10,RHINT30 Reports,and in which stage it
required.& how to apply ...RHINTE00,10,20,30 are used for integration between PA, PD
& OM... Just open the reports in IMG, PM, OM, INTEGRATION, INTEGRATION
WITH PA. or execute the reports in se38..

What should be the start date in PA30.For Infotype IT0000, IT0001, IT0002, 0006.If
data is uploaded can we take the date when we uploaded the data. According to the client
requirement, if Client want to Upload the data from the Financial Year upload data from
that date.... or as per client request from which period u r going to Upload master data.

To get dates of holidays i want to know how to get no. of leaves applied(which were
approved) by employee and dates of holiday at his working place i.e. his/her OD
Location.

How to assign two number ranges in NUMKR Features. Configure your required ranges
in transaction PA04



Hi Can anyone give me some good piece of information on Recruitment and also some
real time scenarios if possible. Following are some points about recruitment. The
Recruitment component contains an entire range of powerful.

Infotype '0001' does not exist Here is the error Solution You can go to transaction
PRMD and check if your employee has the IT 0001 created for 01/30/2007 if not you
need to create it OR Please try to use T.code PA30 to ma ...

In house HR systems In large companies with in house HR systems, who is the owner of
temp employee agencies? Should this information be stored in the HR system or should
the HR system read the data from the finance system.

Using dynamic actions in personnel administration How do I use dynamic actions in
personnel administration? Do we need to create a program for that? EXPERT
RESPONSE Dynamic actions are basically controls which can be initiated after certai ...

The difference between master data and transactional dataWhat is the difference between
master data and transactional data? EXPERT RESPONSE Master Data: Master data is
data that remains unchanged over a period of time. It contains information ...
WinshuttleWinshuttle was founded in the year 2000. This relatively new and privately-
held SAP software company is located in Bothell, WA. Winshuttle software solutions
are intended for business users in fin ...

Z report for Massive Photos UploadCode REPORT ZHR_BDC_UPLOADPIC NO
STANDARD PAGE HEADING LINE-SIZE 255. INCLUDE INCLUDE BDCRECX1. I
N T E R N A L T A B L E S DATA : BEGIN OF IT_DATA OCCURS 0, RP50G ...

Which are the main modules of SAP HR? MAIN MODULES OF SAP HR OM PA TM
PAYROLL ...

How do you create a Project IMG? On SAP Easy Access Menu, Go to Tools ->
Customizing -> IMG -> Project Administration. Click on 'Create' and give necessary
details. ...

What is customizing? What does customizing support? Customizing means modifying
the functionality of the system provided by SAP to meet the needs of the company
implementing it. ...

What are the important info types for a hiring action? The following infotypes are part of
the hiring action and will be edited in the same sequence when the hiring action is
performed: 0000 - Actions (to capture employee movement info in the organ ...

What are infotypes? Infotype is a logical grouping of related fields of employee
information. For example, Employee addresses (Permanent, Temporary, Home,
Emergency etc...) form one Infotype. ...



HRIS - Human Resources Information system Basiclly there are four (standard
delivered) ways to get information out of HR: 1. Report Tree which is HR ->
Information System -> Reports -> Reporting tools -> Pick a sub-module such as
Administ ...

Deleting / Changing Employee Master We use mini HR for tracking time thru CATS.
One emp master was created with a wrong start date 1991 and now system gives error
message that Fiscal Yr variant is not maintained for the year. When I ...

Hiring The Old Employee In To The Company I am trying to re-hire an employee left
the organization 2 years back. I configured the re-hiring action by copying the hiring
action infotypes. Now I have a couple of problems: 1. I would like ...

SAP HR Payroll Overview In a broad sense, payroll accounting is the calculation of
remuneration for work performed by an employee. More specifically, payroll accounting
consists of a variety of processes that are becoming in ...

Employee Name not displaying in Infotype 1 and 17 Check In IMG Personnel
management - > Customizing User Interface - > Define Infotype Header Q : I want to
see the tables and data. What the transaction code for the same. A: USE SM31 or SE16

How to assign employees to two different company codes? I dont think it is possible. It
should not be possible logically as well because Company is a Financially Independent
Entity & one person can not be employed by two companies. One personnel nu ...

Qualifications Catalog Question : If qualifications are maintained in Qualifications
Catalog within PD, how does it get into infotype 24? Can we maintian qualifications
required to do a specific job within OM using ...

List of used infotypes You could find a list of infotypes off the IMG. Are you looking
for PA or PD infotypes? Try RPUAUD00 Infotype Log Documents OR T512Z
Permitted Wage Types ...

Difference Between Indian & US Payroll These are the differences between Indian and
U.S payrolls: SAP has given country specific payrolls for more than 40countries Each
country specific version is called country version. Every country ...

SAP HR Interview Question Q. I just wanted to know that when I am recruiting some
body, I am generating his personal no also. Then I want to give him a training also. Now
I just want to create 2 scenarios to clear my doubts. ...

Differentiate between Payroll area and payscale area. Pay roll area indicates the group of
employees for whom pay roll is run together, Pay scale area iis geographical are or
groups of employees for whom a particular CAP is Valid. ...



What is the t.code for authroizations? PFCG for roles authorizations and SU01 for
creating Users ...

What is an unsolicited applicant group? the group of Applicants who have applied
without any advertisement or requirement from the company. (The best example is ,
these days, most of the job seekers, go to companys URL and and load their cv ...

What is an applicant group? An Applicant Group(AG) is used to group together
applicants on the basis of the type of work relationship for which they have applied for
example, permanent employees , temporary employees, Casual wor ...

What are the IT's used in NUMKR? (I said NUMKR is associated with Org. Assgnmt.)
Its for defaulting No range in IT 0000,0002,0001,0006,007,0008,0009 etc .Infact this
feature enable to default no range in all the ITs of Hiring infogroup which again
customized on clients specificat ...

What is the feature used for Personnel Administrator. What group should you use in
that? PINCH ...

What are the most important ITs in benefits? General Benefits Information 0171 -
Adjustment Reasons I 0378 - Health Plans 0167 - Insurance Plans 0168 - Savings Plans
0169 - Stock Purchase Plans 0379 - Credit Plans 0236 - Misce ...

How many health plans have you configured, what are they? This is always your
choice.but general names are - Health Dental Plan - Medical Plan fro children - Health
Medical Plan 2 - Medical plan with Partner - Medical plan for Singles ...

What are the features you used in benefits? Common Features Used in benefits:
P0167.defaulting screens for IT0167.. P0168 defaulting screens for IT0168 P0169
defaulting screens for IT 0169 P0170 defaulting screens for IT170 P017 ...

What is absence quota type? Absence quota is the quota up to which an employee can be
absent from work. Generally sickness leave, Annual leave, Casual leave etc are types of
absence Quotas which vary according to ESGs. ...

How do you configure absence? Give an example. In Time record administration you
will have to configure the absences. First you group the employees for the absences and
configure the different absences in the next screen. ...

What is absence type? Absence types are nothing but leave type, Basing on the type
Absence Type, pay roll is affected. ...

What are day types? How many day types exist? What are they? Where do you configure
them? The day type determines the payment relevance for a day and the relevancy of the
day for calculating attendances the for each day of DWS. 0,(work paid) 1-- Off--paid 2--
Off--unpaid 3 off--special day a ...



How do you create customized Its? What is the no. range for customer specific Its? It can
be done through PM01 and the range is 9000 to 9999 .

What is meant by retroactive accounting? Running pay roll from a previous date. if you
don’t do any thing in the system, the system will take the Earliest Retroactive account
date stored In Pay roll status Infotype that 003. ...

What is meant by payroll area? What are the uses of payroll area? Pay roll area indicates
group of Employees for Whom pay roll is run at the same time.*Payroll can be run*
separately for different employee groups, using different payroll areas Which payroll
area the ...

If I want to include some more wage types, say bonus from today. How should I do that?
you have to configure those wage types. ...

How do your correct payroll? In the pay roll log you would see the errors or through the
Check pay roll and make necessary correction in Corrections
(PC00_M99_PA03_CORR)

How do you run payroll? There are the steps to run the pay roll a) Simulation.. to see
wheather everything is fine or not b) Release Pay roll( here you are actually changing the
staus in the pay roll control reord) c) ...

We have a requirement to calculate leave entitlement at the anniversary year not calendar
year. The leaves have both paid and unpaid components. The paid component is based on
time worked. The unpaid component is based on years of service. Leave taken is reduced
from both entitlements depending on employee's request. We are using a Schema based
on TM04 which calls Cycles TS15, TS10. What is the best way to handle this?You can
use field 'DAUER' for seniority based vacation entitlement in the VAC01->VAC99
features. Time worked is not part of the feature structure (PME03). However you may
create your own source code t ...

We want to make a copy of an organizational structure from one plan variant to another.
This copy should include all assignments like purchasing groups to organizational units
made in PFOM . Can we do this?Make sure that the plan number is established through
the IMG. (And that it is not the active plan.) Go Human Resources -> Organizational
Management Tools -> Plan version -> Copy. It runs RHCOPL00. ...

We use clocking machine for recording employee clock-in/out . All the data is stored in a
'flat' file which is supposed to be uploaded into SAP. When tried to open and read the flat
file using OPEN DATASET and READ DATASET commands, the Sy-subrc value
returned is 8 and the error message 'the specified file not found' is displayed. We checked
the path and the file is in the correct location. What is missing?Check the path once
again. Check the upper and lower cases. Define you parameter file name like filename-
fileextern. Depending on the place where the flat file resides, the procedure varies. OPEN
DATA ...



We are in the service industry and have employees working in multiple cities on the same
day. The system seems to allow one taxing authority per day. But the taxing authority
needs to be picked up from the Service Order ideally . Can we achieve this?You can
create multiple infotypes 0208 (work tax area) for the same employee and the same day.
Use the 'allocation percent' field . There is no integration however between time
management and the wor ...

Feature structure cannot be recognized Message no. P0 568 Diagnosis Cause 1: The
structure of the feature is not saved in the feature directory. Cause 2: The feature structure
is not defined in the program that reads the fe ...

Infotypes Used In Processing Of Wagetypes In US The wage types which are used in US
payroll are mentioned below, you can find out which are used for US wage types.
Infotype Subtype Country Grouping Infotype Text 0048 US01 ...

How to Create Infoset Query (SAP Query)ADHOC QUERY A query can be created to
extract information from master records i.e Infotypes. For example, by creating a query ,
the data relating to an employee contained in various Infotypes c ...

How to create a HR infotype? 1) Go to Transaction PM01. 2) Enter the custom Infotype
number which you want to create (Should be a 4 digit number, start with 9). 3) Select the
‘Employee Infotype’ radio button. 4) Sele ...

How to add a logo into HR sapscripts? create the logo and save it in baseline tiff6 format
ie logo.tiff - from sap menu choose - tools,abap workbench and choose abap editor. - in
the program field, enter RSTXLDMC - execute - deter ...

Functional Specs For Some Payroll Report What is the proceedure to write functional
specs for some report? My client want me to write one for some payroll report. How
should I proceed onto this matter? A functional spec should t ...

Sample HR Reports - Allocate Petrol Allowance Two ABAP HR Programs, which are
interconnected, the first takes employee numbers which should not be given Petrol
allowance and the other program gives the petrol allowance to employees. FIRST PRG ..

Getting description of RFC method arguments -----Original Message----- Subject: HR:
Getting description of RFC method arguments Is there some documentation out there for
translating the arguments for the RFC methods after COM-enabling .

HR report from Cummulate results table -----Original Message----- Subject: HR report
from Cummulate results table Very new to HR-ABAP - need report desperately - I can
see the totals I need when I use the following path but don't know.

Example program to read SAP payroll results using GET PAYROLL If you need to do a
form to report wages and the data is stored in the PCL4 Cluster. You can look at this
example report or form that retrieves data from this cluster based on several parameters



Report RHINTE00 for Integration between OM and PA Have a problem while running
the report RHINTE00 for integration between OM and PA. 1) After running RHINTE,
the text in present and previous positions has got truncated to a maximum of 19 / 20
char.

Structural Authorization vs Role Authorization What is the difference between structural
Authorization and Role Authorization? In what situation we need to maintain the
Structural Authorization? For Role Authorization, we maintain it in PFCG.

Reporting on Infotypes limited by security -----Original Message----- Subject: Reporting
on Infotypes limited by security I have set up security so that you can only access certain
subtypes in an infotype.

Main HR Authorization Object for Security Some of the main HR authorization objects
are: Object: PLOG Personnel Planning Fields: PLVAR Plan Version OTYPE Object
Type INFOTYP Infotype SUBTYP Subtype ISTAT Planning Status.

HR: v4.0b - Table PCL4 -----Original Message----- Subject: HR: v4.0b - Table PCL4 All,
Can anyone explain what the significance of table PCL4 is (HR cluster 4)..? In particular,
one of the key fields RELID..? ...

Logged changes in infotype data There is a program RPUAUD00 provided by SAP
which allows us to see any changes that happens to data in an infotype through add /
modify / delete. When you execute this program and specify the emp ...

Extracting Daily Changes from HR Infotypes -----Original Message----- Subject: HR:
Extracting Daily Changes from HR Infotypes I am looking for recommendations for
extracting daily changes from HR and Payroll Infotypes.

TEM - Deleting Business Events after Historically Recording Assuming that one of your
TEM users was testing in production. After having a problem with the automated
correspondence. The user created a business event, booked people into the event, then
followed ...

General Idea About UK, US, Indian Payroll These are the differences among Indian,
U.K and U.S payrolls: Difference between the US and Indian payroll can be broadly
categorized on two basis :- 1. For Contract Employees 2. For Salaried employees.

Creating Customer Specific Functions for HR Payroll During the execution of payroll,
'Personnel Calculation Schema' (created using Transaction: PE01) is used to calculate the
employee's salary. The schema comprises of functions (created using Transaction ...

Question on Payroll Journal Report for Print Forma Technical Question on Payroll
Journal Report for Print Forma I need to know how and where to find a Print Format
Form I'm executing Payroll Journal Report, there is a option of how to display.



Sunday not being considered as a regular working day The requirement for work
schedules is that there are no Saturdays and Sundays, just a 6th day/Day-off and 7th
day/Rest day. My employee's planned working time is from Sunday to Thursday, with
Friday.

Day types -----Original Message----- Subject: day types Hi, The client organization works
on 1st and 4th Satuarday of every month , and 2nd and 3rd Satuarday are off. Please tell
me how to create P ...

One payroll for two month An option will be to run the payroll for November in
December and then December in December. Then in February run for January and then
February payroll. Retro to December can be forced on the payroll.

One payroll for two month An option will be to run the payroll for November in
December and then December in December. Then in February run for January and then
February payroll. Retro to December can be forced on the payroll.

Posting The Payroll Results To FICO For posting payroll results to Accounting, in IMG
you can follow this : 1 ) First you need to create symbolic accounts. goto PAYROLL
INDIA - REPORTING FOR POSTING PAYROLL RESULTS TO ACCOUNTING - ...

SAP Payroll Accounting -----Original Message----- Subject: Payroll Accounting This is
the first time I am setting up system for UK payroll. We are using Citrix (Preconfigured
version for UK) To build a demo.

What is Wage Type Permissibility What is permissibility check? What it is? Wage type
permissibility? There are two things here. 1. Permissibility of WT for infotypes---This is
for permitting your WT as input in the concerned ...

Linking Employee Photos using SAP Archive Link Linking employee photos (Assign
Facsimiles in transaction PA30) using SAP Archive link functionality (not through ESS).
### 1) You'll find the customizing settings in :- IMG - Personnel management ...

How to assign wage type to adjustment in compensation module?-----Original Message---
-- Subject: How to assign wage type to adjustment in compensation module Hi! I have
some problem in assigning wage type to adjustment in compensation. In IMG( Comp ...

Some wage type questions -----Original Message----- Subject: Some wage type questions
From: Cunningham Iris Hi, Philip We are implementing Version 4.0B at a company in
Dubai, just 'across the way' from you.

How to Delete the Personnel Numbers created in the Server? For deleting a personnel
number, please follow these steps: 1. Note down the position to which the employee
belongs. Go to PO13 and delete the relationship of the position with the holder. 2. ...



Deleting personnel numbers in SAP HR If you have some duplicated, personnel numbers
on the system and the data is not complete. You try to delete these and get the message
"record cannot be deleted (time constraint 1)".

Change of Employee Position During the course of a person employment, the employee
may changes positions, cost centers, or is moved to another subsidiary and the
organizational assignment need to be change.

Recruitment and Joining Formalities I would like to know that once the candidate's data
has been key in, what we need to do at the time of his joining formalities. Can the data be
directly transferred from the rect.

Personnel Area Change for Certain Employees I have done it for US. The process is
follows........... Step1. Goto pa40-enter personal number and date-Action type(Inter
company change)-create.

SAP HR Personnel number check -----Original Message----- Subject: HR Personnel
number check Hi All I am trying to implement HR: Personnel number check to stop
administrators changing their own data.

Number Range for Personnel Numbers You have two options: Internal number
assignment which the SAP System assigns the personnel numbers. External number
assignment which the user assigns the personnel numbers.

SAP HR - Hiring/Marinating a new employee SAP Menu -> Human Resources ->
Personnel Management -> HR Master Data -> PA40 - Enter Personnel Actions To Enter
a new Employee 1. Input the Personnel No. 2. Input the From date 3. Sel ...

Assign employee subgroup to employee group IMG -> Enterprise Structure ->
Assignment -> Human Resources Management -> Assign employee subgroup to
employee group Double click on the line items and tick the country to activate ...

Assignment of Personnel Area to Company Code IMG -> Enterprise Structure ->
Assignment -> Human Resources Management -> Assignment of Personnel Area to
Company Code Perl Area Company Code ...

PA Personnel Administration Tables[b]TABLE DESCRIPTION [/b] PA0000 HR Master
Record: Infotype 0000 (Actions) PA0001 HR Master Record: Infotype 0001 (Org.
Assignment) PA0002 ...

Employee Areas/Subareas Employee Group - The employee group subdivides employees
into various categories For e.g. 1. External 2. Active 3. Pensioner Employee Subgroup -
Employees are differentiated further wit ...

Personnel Areas/Subareas Personnel Areas 123 Groups 1000-1 2000-1 3000-1 Personnel
Areas 1000-Location-1 ...



Structures in Human Resources Enterprise Structure - Company code, personnel area and
personnel subarea Personnel Structure - Employee group, employee subgroup, payroll
accounting area Organization Structure.

Create New InfoTypes Why do we need to create new infotypes other than the existing
SAP standard infotypes when SAP has already created so many, and what kind of
enhancements are needed and for what reason. We do need ...

Display all InfoTypes and their respective description Is there a transaction that I can run
to display all InfoTypes and their respective description? You can run transaction PPCI
and press F4 in the infotype field. ...

Any Idea about Tcode OOOS I want to try transaction OOOS . How actually does it
works? I have a entry like this PA20 PD10 S RHRHAZ00 PA-REPORT-START_SKIP
What is PD10 where I can find this request code. ...

Find out the transaction codes used for SAP HR Execute the program RPDTRA00 to list
all HR Transactions. The followings are some useful SAP HR Tcodes: PC00 Run Payroll
PC10 Payroll menu USA PE00 Starts Transactions PE ...

SAP HR Transaction Codes Master Data PA10 - Personnel file PA20 - Display HR
Master Data PA30 - Maintain HR Master Data PA40 - Personnel Events PA41 - Change
Hiring Data PA42 - Fast Data Entry for Events PRMD - ...

Finding the list of HR module Tables Is anybody is having a complete list of HR module
tables? All personnel administration tables start with PA and the infotype number behind
it. All personnel development/OM tables start with HRP ...

Integration of SD and HR Is there any integration between SD module and HR module?
1) Primary Relationship : Enterprise Structure : the highest level of the HR module is
Enterprise Structure and this is the base for every ...

Details About Time Types What is the importance of time types in time evaluation? How
time evaluation creates time types? What are the tables or the info required to create time
types? Time types play an importatant P ...

Time Management Queries What is Attendance & Absences Quota? Absence Quota: An
employee's entitlement to a certain absence. The quota has a limited validity period, and
is reduced by each recorded absence. Attendance Q ...

SAP HR FAQ Q: We have this problem at work, on the org. side the new jobs are there
but when we check in infotype 1 it does not pull through. We've tried doing the updates
using the LSMW and also a programme bu ...



How to Start 'AS IS' Statement? I am new to preperation of the 'AS IS' phase statement
while implementing the SAP HR india pay roll project. Previously I worked on the
configuration part only but I am never involved in preperation ...

SAP Organizational Management Q and A 1 ) What is the Difference between
"Evaluation Paths and relationships " An evaluation path describes a relationship chain
that exist in a hierarchical structure between the objects (eg: O-S-P ). Re ...

Questions and Answers for SAP HR What do you mean my a Task and where do you
assign and How? Task is a description of an activity in Organizational Management
which is performed within an organizational unit. one can assign an o ...

SAP Human Resources Frequently Asked Question Q: We are in the service industry and
have employees working in multiple cities on the same day. The system seems to allow
one taxing authority per day. But the taxing authority needs to be picked up ...

SAP HR Interview Questions 1) What is internal recruitment ? Internal recruitment is
search for internal applicants. when you integrate with personal development, you can
use profile match up which help to search for resour ...

Human Resource Interview Questions 1. What is the use of IT 0003 ? 2. What is the
differ. between App.Range and App.Group ? 3. What is the role of Enterprise structure
and Personnel Structure in Time Management and Payroll? 4. I ...

Real Interview Questions On SAP HR 1. What is meant by payscale structure? How did
you configure payscale structure? (I said I created various payroll areas and defaulted
them using the feature ABKRS. Seemed he was expecting more than ...

My SAP HR Certification Experience I went thru my HR Cerification in November.
Examination is for 3 Hrs for 80 Questions. There are 3 types of questions 1. Questions
with one answer 2. Questions with multiple answer/morethan on ...

Sample Question in SAP Human Resources 1) I am running Indian payroll, wage type
/130 is not generated, while it should be populated during execution of Rule IN70. Can
any body help me in solving the problem? Ans) Check if the HRA, con ...

What is internal recruitment ? Internal recruitment is search for internal applicants. when
you integrate with personal development, you can use profile match up which help to
search for resources internally. Also In recruitme ...

We are using the PAI user exit in MP000800 screen 2000 to modify the BET01 field.
After modifying the value, the value is not re displayed. However the updated value is
saved on commit. Why the value is not displayed after modification?A: Yes. It is True.
You may have to apply OSS . ...



We have approximately 10000 zip codes. We want to relate the eligibility group to the
zip code. We do not want to create 20000 eligibility groups. Which is the best way to
configure basing eligibility for HMO's on zip codes?A: Try to group the zip codes by the
HMO's they belong to. Then create benefit groups and programs for the unique
combinations. You can create as many benefit groups as required and use the employee ...

We are using the US HR/PAYROLL module. We are able to create the entry to credit the
accrued payroll account. But our check writing process does not produce any accounting
entries when we create a pay check or run our EFT process(RFFOUS_T). Should
RFFOUS_C produce an accounting entry to debit the payroll payable account and credit
the cash account ?A: RFFOCUS_C does not produce any accounting entries. During the
FI/CO interface run , 559 wage types may be posted to your cash account ...

How can we configure the options for the Assgn Form. No. field on Infotype 210. It is the
alternate formula to assign tax field and we have been unable to locate the table in the
IMG to edit the options.A: Options for the BSI Tax Formula can not be configured.
Possible entries are available in BTXFORM, and they depend on the 'tax authority' (
BTXAUTH) and the 'tax type' (BTXTAXT). Use data dictio ...

We have multiple ORGs as we have many subsidiaries of our Parent company. These
subsidiaries are defined as ORG and are assigned an ORG-ID. Within each ORG, we
have Divisions (e.g. Human Resources, Finance, Materials etc.) and within each division
we have Departments (e.g. Payroll, Labor Relations, etc.). We plan to use Personnel
Development( PD). What is that we have to consider in this case?A: You have to
consider how the company wants to see its reports while designing the HR organizational
structure in PD. You have address the question: for headcount or regulatory reports to
which le ...

We have a requirement to calculate leave entitlement at the anniversary year not calendar
year. The leaves have both paid and unpaid components. The paid component is based on
time worked. The unpaid component is based on years of service. Leave taken is reduced
from both entitlements depending on employee's request. We are using a Schema based
on TM04 which calls Cycles TS15, TS10. What is the best way to handle this?A: You
can use field 'DAUER' for seniority based vacation entitlement in the VAC01->VAC99
features. Time worked is not part of the feature structure (PME03). However you may
create your own source c ...

We want to make a copy of an organizational structure from one plan variant to another.
This copy should include all assignments like purchasing groups to organizational units
made in PFOM . Can we do this?A: Make sure that the plan number is established
through the IMG. (And that it is not the active plan.) Go Human Resources ->
Organizational Management Tools -> Plan version -> Copy. It runs RHCOPL0 ...

We use clocking machine for recording employee clock-in/out . All the data is stored in a
'flat' file which is supposed to be uploaded into SAP. When tried to open and read the flat
file using OPEN DATASET and READ DATASET commands, the Sy-subrc value



returned is 8 and the error message 'the specified file not found' is displayed. We checked
the path and the file is in the correct location. What is missing?A: Check the path once
again. Check the upper and lower cases. Define you parameter file name like filename-
fileextern. Depending on the place where the flat file resides, the procedure varies. OPEN

We are in the service industry and have employees working in multiple cities on the same
day. The system seems to allow one taxing authority per day. But the taxing authority
needs to be picked up from the Service Order ideally . Can we achieve this?A: You can
create multiple infotypes 0208 (work tax area) for the same employee and the same day.
Use the 'allocation percent' field . There is no integration however between time
management and th ...

Running test run of 941 before 1st qtr ends We are on 4.6c now - last year on 4.0b.
Payroll admin is trying to run a test run on qtr ending 03/31/03 before last payroll has
been run for this qtr. He's getting nothing. I have checked different ...

Wage Type in Infotype 2010 I've done customising for wage type in Employee
renumeration Info ( I 2010 ). The IMG Path is Personeel Administration --> Payroll Data
--> Employee Renumeration Information. But when I tried to ...

Help regarding education infotype Can anybody tell me how can i relfect the education
attainment of an employee, i mean will i input it in the begda endda? if i do that when i
generate report using ad-hoc query i should back track the ...

How to assign employees to two different company codes? I dont think it is possible. It
should not be possible logically as well because Company is a Financially Independent
Entity & one person can not be employed by two companies. One personnel nu ...

Benefits Enrollment ProblemsWe are configuring Benefits Module in 4.6C. When we try
to Enrol an Employee in Benefits via HRBEN0001, no plans are displayed for the
employee. Checked up all the administrative parameters (No enrolm ...

Employee Name not displaying in Infotype 1 and 17 Can you pls give me the suggestion
that, how to solve the following problem. Employee Name not displaying in Infotype 1
and 17 Check In IMG Personnel management -> Customizing User Interface...
Catalog If qualifications are maintained in Qualifications Catalog within PD, how does it
get into infotype 24? Can we maintain qualifications required to do a specific job within
OM using any of the 10* ...

List of used infotypes We want a list with all infotypes (+ description) USED in our
company. Is there a standard way of retrieving this information? You could find a list of
infotypes off the IMG.

Weighting and rating of appraisal elements 1. We are implementing Appraisals on 4.6c
and we would like to use scales with rating different from 1 equals 1, 2 equals 2, etc. I
can not find a place in IMG to define rating/weighting which is diff...



DMS and ISU-Billing. We are currently required by business to keep each and every
Clearance Memo printed from SAP-ISU for further reprint when requested. I therefore
ask if DMS has any functionality to store data produced...

(IT24) when hiring with ref. personnel number Currently we store qualifications for
contractors. If they are moved to permanent staff, we terminate them and re-hire them
with a new personnel number.

Abs filed of CATS time sheet different with ESS time sheet Does anyone know why it
would be that the match code list in the Att / Abs field of CATS time sheet (txn CAT2) is
different to that in the ESS Time Sheet?

Deduction Arrears Recovery I'm trying to set up arrears recovery in 4.6c and have it
working except for one thing. SAP requires that the balance wage type be linked to the
deduction via link type 10 in table T51P1. This cause ...

Import Payroll result from non-SAP system Can anybody tell me how Import payroll
result from non-SAP system. I'm implementing PY-US SAP 4.7, need upload tax results
on SAP. You can run payroll for importing payroll data from your opld lega ...

Payroll posting when payment methods by checkIn payroll posting, how i can pay to
employees who are having payment methods by checks in IT0009. is there is any
transcation to print bank checks by HR/FI ??. If it is done through FI it leads to do ...

To change IT0003 (Payroll Status)? I am currently running Jan 2003 payroll but because
Dec 2001 records are accidentally 'touched' eg. IT0015, the system will do a retro starting
from Dec 2001 till Jan 2003. When some historical re ...

Staff leaving payroll records A staff terminated on 01 May 2002, has a claim entered in
IT0014 with begin date 02 Feb 20002 and end date 31 Dec 9999. The payslip is still
generated for the staff in September. In order for payr ...

SAP HR Payroll Overview In a broad sense, payroll accounting is the calculation of
remuneration for work performed by an employee. More specifically, payroll accounting
consists of a variety of processes that are becoming in ...

Deleting / Changing Employee Master We use mini HR for tracking time thru CATS.
One emp master was created with a wrong start date 1991 and now system gives error
message that Fiscal Yr variant is not maintained for the year. When I ...

Recruitment - Changing Fields on Initial Entry I suggest that you use 'Dialog control >
Change screen modifications'. For the infotype that the field belongs too (i.e. infotype
0002 for Personal Data fields) create an 'AP' variant of the screen fo ...



Recruitment - PACTV I am having trouble getting applicant activities to be created
automatically. According to the SAP help, the standard settings that they provide in
PACTV should mean that the standard activities are a ...

Recruitment - Interview Results - PACTV - PB10 How can I store the interview results in
recruitment module. You can create an applicant activity (PB60) for the interview with
status 'Completed' and then enter the interview results in the 'Note ...

Employee photo upload.I am facing a problem of uploading employee photo. Through
OAAD transaction I have created the Business object as PPREL and the Document type
as HRICOLFOTO. It has asked me the personnel number and ...

HRIS - Human Resources Information system SAP HR has come up with HRIS - Human
Resources Information system , Can anybody throw more light on the same. Basiclly
there are four (standard delivered) ways to get information out of HR: 1 ...

Authorizations at wage type level Can anyone tell me if it is possible to determine
authorisations by wagetype? For example: "Administrator 1" can only input the wagetype
"overtime bonus" for the personnel and cannot see or mo ...

HR Authorizations Anyone know if there is a way of restrict the access to HR data by
payroll area? As delivered by SAP, Only in certain tcodes with authorization object
P_PCR. If you want to make it a a pre-condi ...

SAP HR Transaction Codes Code Description P1B1 Transfer hiring data for applicant
P1B2 Transfer hiring data for applicant P1B3 Transfer hiring da ...


